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Goals of studying the debates on 
logistics and communism . . .   

n  To engage in a relevant topic on the left; particularly relevant 
to thinking about what it would mean to transition from 
capitalism to communism. 

n  Understanding the current composition of capital and the 
challenges it raises to the class struggle today.   

n  To make connections to immediate struggles and strategies 
such as those posed by the “block the boat” action in regard 
to challenging the Israeli attack on Gaza 

n  Others? 



+
Video Preview 

n  From the film “The Forgotten Space” 

n  https://vimeo.com/14987749 



+
Historical/Economic Context 

n  Deindustrialization  
n  Break up of the large factories of a previous generation.  

n  Outsourcing to low wage production zones (China, Bangladesh, etc.) 

n  Recomposition of the proletariat 
n  Decomposed into precariously employed workforce/casualization 

and surplus (permanently unemployed) 

n  Rise in technological development and the resultant deskilling  

n  Lack of “worker identity” (?) 

n  Primacy of circulation in the “deindustrialized core”  
n  Globalized production 

n  Rise in logistics/Just In Time Production  

 



+
What are the circuits of capital? 

n  Money Capital 

 

n  Productive Capital 

 

 

n  Commodity Capital 



+
The circulation of capital as a 
whole 



+
Interruption of the circulation of 
capital as tactic/strategy 

n  With the decline in the large industrial workplaces, the rise of 
dispersed/deskilled service jobs, and long term unemployment, 
they claim that these people aren’t able to simply strike and shut 
down their workplaces to win their demands.   

n  They have to find another way to resist and this manifest itself in 
attacking the very superficial expressions of economic 
domination.  

n  Therefore, struggles shift from the sphere of production (strike) 
to the sphere of circulation (blockades, riots). 

n  Adequate strategy/tactic for the composition of the proletariat in 
2014? 



+Repurposing the means of 
production/logistics . . . or nah? 

n  Arguments against it 
n  Jasper in Endnotes 

n  “For workers to seize the commanding heights offered by logistics – to seize, 
in other words, the control panel of the global factory – would mean for them 
to manage a system that I constitutively hostile to them and their needs, to 
oversee a system in which extreme wage differentials are built into the very 
infrastructure” 

n  Disaster communism authors 
n  Toscano is therefore right to insist that "what use can be drawn from the dead 

labours which crowd the earth's crust in a world no longer dominated by 
value proves to be a much more radical question" than simply disrupting the 
logistical network of capital. But he's wrong to consequently endorse 
hierarchical 'proper management' as a necessary 'transitional' measure. The 
examples of disaster communities in part 1 amply illustrate this point: 'proper 
(hierarchical) management' pales in comparison to the efficacy of self-
organisation. 

n  Degenerate communists 
n  “Thus, disrupting circulation is merely a one-step-removed means to 

attack the construction and constitution of value itself.” 



+Repurposing the means of 
production/logistics . . . or nah? 

n  Arguments in favor of it 
n  Toscano 

n  “Materialism and strategy are obviated by an anti-programmatic assertion of the 
ethical, which appears to repudiate the pressing critical and realist question of 
how the structures and flows that separate us from our capacities for collective 
action could be turned to different ends, rather than merely brought to a halt.” 

n  Disaster communism authors 

n  “Bricole” 

n  “Most obviously, warehouses trucks and trains can be put to other uses. So can 
ships — and not just the obvious ones. The current volumes of world trade 
probably don't make sense without the exploitation of global wage 
differentials. But ships can serve other purposes, from moving people, to being 
scuttled to initiate coral reef formation, to being stripped or melted down and 
remanufactured into other items altogether.6 Communications infrastructure is 
self-evidently multipurpose, and even the stock control algorithms may have 
potential uses if hacked, repurposed, and placed in the public domain.” 



+What else? (notes from discussion) 
n  Productivism – is technology neutral or nah? 

n  Inherent privileging of skilled labor? 

n  Isn’t it useful to have some automation to free up time for other stuff – art, 
science, etc? 

n  Boycotts – stopping circulation at a certain point in the circulation of 
capital? 

n  Stopping production/circulation with service work à with service work, 
stopping work at the workplace is blocking the circulation of commodity 
capital 

n  Not just stopping service work, but appropriating commodities (theft, 
autoreduction, etc) 

n  Where do capitalist profits come from?  Wal-Mart gets majority of profits 
from real estate; ground rent 

n  Is the circulation of capital a site of the production of value? 


